Stenosis detection and quantification on cardiac CTCA using panoramic MIP of coronary arteries.
In this work, we proposed to demonstrate the entire 3D coronary tree using panoramic maximum intensity projection (MIP) of coronary arteries, and to detect and quantify coronary stenosis from computed tomography coronary angiography (CTCA). The performance of the proposed method was assessed in comparison with invasive coronary angiography (ICA) as reference standard. Six anonymized CTCA datasets were tested. MIP method achieved a sensitivity of 82% and a specificity of 95% for the stenosis detection with a good reproducibility (i.e. Cohen's kappa coefficient of 0.74 for the intra-rater agreement, and 0.45 for the inter-raters agreement). In stenosis quantification, three image options are provided. The original density images resulted in an accuracy of 0.85. The edge map images resulted in an accuracy of 0.79. The image combination had a better accuracy of 0.89 than any single image option. In conclusion, the panoramic MIP provided fast and accurate way for the stenosis detection and quantification. It may be helpful to assist the radiologist in identifying the location of the greatest narrowing in clinical practice.